CenTrak’s Security Solutions suite uniquely combines the industry’s most accurate Real-Time Location System (RTLS) with a proven patient security system. The platform is fully integrated with easy-to-use, advanced and highly reliable software packages. Management and maintenance of this solution is simple and intuitive, yet highly sophisticated, with advanced settings making it attractive and approachable for all types of users.

CenTrak's versatile platform provides clinical-grade security for patients of all ages.

**Future-proof platform**
One tag for room-level locating, wander management and access control
Security Solutions Offerings

Infant Security

Protect your most precious assets.

CenTrak’s Security Solutions suite utilizes easy-to-use software applications that enable clinical staff to spend less time managing a security system and more time focusing on what matters most — caring for their most vulnerable patients. Each infant is protected by wearing a small, comfortable and unobtrusive tag which actively communicates with the system and supports bassinet-level location visibility. Workstations display floor plans of the facility, showing monitored areas and protected exits. Should an unauthorized attempt to leave the monitored area with a protected infant occur, the CenTrak system will immediately set off an alarm, capture video image, activate door locks and even hold selected elevators.

Elopement, Wander Management

Ensure facility safety with the ultimate security & location platform.

Pediatric Security

Ensure the safety of younger patients while giving them the freedom to interact with their peers on the floor. The system is programmable to allow pediatric patients to access common areas while other exits are secured.

Long-Term Care Resident Security

Empower residents with a feeling of control and freedom while ensuring their safety. Residents can pass through designated access points (e.g. to reach a common area), while others remain secured and protected within different areas.

Peace of Mind

CenTrak’s platform enables facilities to ensure mothers and families peace of mind that their baby is protected and always properly matched with mom.

Asset Security

Track, manage and protect valuable mobile medical equipment through the use of the Security Solutions platform. By attaching small asset tags to vulnerable equipment, facilities are able to significantly reduce shrinkage and improve utilization for significant ROI.
CenTrak's Staff Duress and Panic Alerting products rely on active-RFID safety, security and visibility technology enabling immediate response times during emergencies by instantly locating the specific employee under duress. Alerts are initiated by a simple button-press, pull-cord, pendant pull or fall detection – depending upon the form factor chosen that best fits the facility's needs.

**Staff Locating & Safety**

Each staff member is provided with a CenTrak active-RFID, RTLS badge featuring wireless call functionality. In the event a staff member is in need of assistance or is faced with a threatening situation, CenTrak offers wearable and wall-mounted devices that will discreetly summon help via the CenTrak wireless network.

Meet compliance standards and prevent product loss with the same clinical-grade infrastructure for temperature and environmental monitoring. CenTrak's Environmental Monitoring Solutions allow you to record and track temperature and condition data of mission critical medicines, vaccines, blood and lab samples to ensure all are safe and ready for patient use.

**Temperature & Environmental Monitoring**

Meet compliance standards and prevent product loss with the same clinical-grade infrastructure for temperature and environmental monitoring. CenTrak's Environmental Monitoring Solutions allow you to record and track temperature and condition data of mission critical medicines, vaccines, blood and lab samples to ensure all are safe and ready for patient use.

**Infection Control & Hand Hygiene Compliance Monitoring**

Protect your entire facility with the best-in-class infection control and prevention technology. The same clinical-grade infrastructure may be leveraged for advanced applications – both hand hygiene compliance monitoring and automated contact tracing. Support recommended CDC infection control recommendations and World Health Organization's guidelines for hand hygiene compliance to protect patients, staff and visitors.
Security Solutions

System Overview

Product Portfolio

Patient Tags

| Patient Tag Mini | Adult SecureTag | newbaby SecureTag | newbaby Umbilical Tag | newmom Tag |

Asset Tags

| Asset Tag Mini | Asset Tag Micro | Multi-Mode Asset Tag |

Staff and Duress Badges

| Staff Badge | Duress Badge |

Environmental / Temperature Sensors

| Environmental Display Sensor | Environmental Sensor |

Infrastructure Components

| Access Control Keypad | Door Controller | LF Exciter Antenna |

CenTrak Security Solutions also integrates easily with other security and access control systems your facility may already have in place, such as card access, video surveillance, public address systems and pagers. This suite is part of CenTrak’s visibility platform which includes a wide range of tags for patients, staff, assets and environmental monitoring – all leveraging the same infrastructure.
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